WINNING

Ten of the nation's top litigators talk about what it takes to win
Scoring with the jury, Rolex and all
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Unlike most trial lawyers, Baltimore’s Stephen L. Snyder eschews conservative dress and style. He wears only expensive suits, sports a diamond-studded Rolex watch and carries an alligator briefcase. And he doesn’t worry that the jurors will be turned off by his flamboyant appearance.

“I want the jury to know when I walk into the courtroom that I’m successful,” he says. While the standard advice to litigators is to dress down, “I do the opposite from most lawyers,” he says. “I have to make sure I’m so well prepared that the jury knows it’s all on the line. I have made that flashy style work in a series of high-stakes trials. Over the past two decades, Snyder has set records in Maryland for the largest verdicts for medical malpractice, legal malpractice and breach of contract, and has won the largest punitive jury award.

Overall, he has had scores of verdicts and settlements since the First Union case, in which Snyder represented Steele Software Systems Corp., a Baltimore real estate settlement services business founded by Scott Steele. Steele Software had entered into an agreement with First Union National Bank in which Steele agreed to help the bank automate and centralize its settlement services and the bank would send thousands of transactions to Steele Software for processing.

Steele had been working without a contract, while negotiations for a long-term deal were conducted, Snyder says. Then the companies signed a contract in November 1997. The deal called for a ramp-up period of six months, followed by two years, with automatic renewal for additional one-year periods, says Snyder.

In June 1998, however, the U.S. Office of the Comptroller of the Currency approved a request by Mellon Bank to set up a settlement services company.

First Union determined to do the same thing and put out bids for a settlement services business to be provided for First Union and two other affiliated lenders. Snyder reports. Steele bid for the contract, but didn’t get it.

Then, in April 1999, First Union announced it was terminating the original Steele contract. First Union entered into a venture with the winning bidder, then bought out that company and established its own settlement services company.

Steele Software Systems sued First Union Bank, charging breach of contract and fraudulent inducement. The plaintiff contended that First Union had terminated the contract too soon and that the bank had failed to send thousands of transactions to Steele for processing.

Steele Software also charged that First Union never intended to live up to the provisions of the contract and had induced Steele into the deal with promises of a joint venture and long-term relationship.

The defense contended that there was no fraud and no breach of contract.

The bank also responded that the company executive who had agreed to the deal was not authorized to do so, and that the deal was for two years, not three.

To counter this defense and provide a more compelling, dramatic presentation of his client’s case, Snyder says, “We presented our case almost entirely by calling adverse witnesses and using their documents.” Of the 11 witnesses he called to testify in his portion of the trial, nine were current or former executives of the defendant. The strategy was risky, he concedes.

But, he adds, in any case where the plaintiff is charging fraud, “It requires a clear and convincing burden of proof.” To show this at trial, “you want to create conflicts between witnesses. You want the jury to not like or believe the presentation of the defense.”

In the deposition, he adds, there were numerous instances where he believed he could exploit the defense responses. “One major high-ranking official gave me no less than 60 I don’t knows’ or ‘I don’t remember’ in his five-hour deposition.”

The case would rise or fall, however, on the examinations of the First Union executives. The first of these witnesses, William Clewis, a senior vice president in consumer lending at the bank, set the tone. Clewis had handled the negotiations of the contract with Steele, from the beginning of 1997: others at the company had negotiated with Steele previously.

With these witnesses, Snyder says he is tenacious. “When you’re accusing a company of fraud, you have to be aggressive and go after the witness.” With Clewis, he adds, he was relentless from the start. “I wanted to make this guy look bad within the first five minutes.”

Snyder immediately got the witness to agree that he was authorized to sign the contract. “Tony,” says Snyder, “I showed him the document that the defense submitted.” This document, First Union’s formal response to the lawsuit, said that “plaintiff’s claims were barred or limited in whole or in part because of the absence of authority in the signature to the contract.”

But under questioning, Clewis again affirmed that he was authorized to sign the contract. Snyder peppered Clewis with questions about the contract. The witness disputed the plaintiff’s interpretation of the contract, but was seen on shaky ground as he testified he had scanned, but not read, the contract before signing it and that the legal department had not reviewed the final version of the contract before it was signed.

Clewis said he had not contacted First Union executives who handled negotiations before him to discuss the deal before signing or read previous drafts of the agreement. These claims further harmed the witness’s credibility.

Snyder questioned Clewis about the renewal provision in the contract.

Clewis and First Union contended that the contract was for two years and there was no automatic provision for renewal, so it ended on May 1, 2000. Clewis testified that he could not remember the automatic renewal clause in the contract and that, at any rate, Steele could not rely on that provision.

Snyder pursued, “Does this contract say that you cannot deliver a notice of termination before May 1st, 2000?”

“Does it say that.”

“And does it also say that he could get a one-year notice of cancellation?”

“It does say that,” the witness agreed.

Snyder then stated, “This contract says that at a very minimum it’s going to run until May 1, 2001.”

The witness conceded, “That is what the contract says.”

Another critical examination came when Snyder called Jennifer Buzzi to the stand. Buzzi was a vice president of the bank who had sent the letter to Steele announcing the contract was terminated. Prior to trial, Snyder had not spoken to this witness—intentionally.

“I didn’t want this witness to see me. I thought I could damage her on the stand. But I didn’t want them to rehearse her.”

Snyder used her to bring home a prime point that First Union was stringing Steele along until it could establish its termination claim. At trial, Buzzi said the bank never intended to terminate the plaintiff’s company. Few years before, Buzzi had said that First Union was planning to terminate the contract, and then the bank would have signed a new contract.

As the case went to the jury, Snyder described the other lawyer as “a gray-haired, balding, button-down, square-jawed, middle-aged type who was very dressed up.” Snyder contrasted his own style with the lawyer’s.

Snyder described his own appearance: “I wear flashy suits. I wear diamond-studded Rolex. If you’re going to a breast cancer walk, you wear a pink tie. If you’re going to a trial, you wear a suit that costs $1,000.”

Snyder says that although he has been called many things during his career, the only phrase he has heard all his career is: “You’re a color of your own.”

Snyder does not want to be a gray-haired, button-down type. The last thing he wants is to be like the other lawyer. He has no plans to change his style. Snyder says that he has a rule: “I never change my style.”
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